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30 March 2015  
 
 
Dear Minister, 
 
 
On behalf of the AIR Group1, we are writing to express our deep concern with the current 
delay by the Member States in voting on and finalising the Real-world Driving Emissions 
(RDE) test procedure for the Euro 6 emission standard.  
 
The Euro standards on vehicle emissions limits are primarily designed to improve urban air 
quality. This is a serious challenge for many cities and regions across the EU. Real-world 
emissions from cars on the roads today are often considerably higher than those indicated 
by the official type-approval test results. Recent reports from the Dutch consultancy TNO 
and the International Council on Clean Transportation reveal that real-world emissions 
from new Euro 6 standard vehicles can be up to six or seven times higher than the official 
limit. 
 
This is a serious failure of EU source policy. Given that local authorities rely heavily on 
these standards to deliver the air quality improvements required by EU legislation, notably 
the Ambient Air Quality Directive (2008/50/EC), this is unacceptable. Without effective 
testing of Euro 6 which corresponds to driving conditions on the roads, it will be impossible 
to curb traffic pollution and meet the urban air quality challenge in Europe.  
 
Currently, more than half of EU member states are facing infringement procedures for not 
fulfilling the air quality limits set out in the EU Ambient Air Quality Directive. Effective 
Euro standards could make a big difference to the compliance issue. We therefore strongly 

                                                        
1 The Air Quality Initiative of Regions (AIR) was founded in 2011 and represents some of the most densely 
populated and industrialised regions, together accounting for 22% of EU GDP and 18% of the EU’s population. 
These regions have been at the forefront of air quality management over recent years despite struggling to 
meet the EU air quality standards. 



urge you to fulfil the current commitment to introduce RDE testing in 2017 at the 
absolute latest, underpinned by strict conformity factors for the new RDE limits.  
 
We call on the Member States to vote on the new testing protocol at your next TCMV 
meeting without further delay. The new test procedure must be effective, and it must 
urgently be implemented to make a real contribution to improving Europe’s air quality.   
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
AIR Group, on behalf of: 
 
Baden-Württemberg, Catalunya, Emilia-Romagna, Greater London, Hessen, Madrid Region, 
Lombardia, North Rhine-Westphalia, Piemonte, Randstad, Steiermark and Veneto. 
 
 
 
Cc:  VP Timmermans, Commissioner Bienkowska, Commissioner Vella and DG Daniel 
Calleja Crespo.  

 


